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the entire vehicle surface. or to the surfaces thereof ex- 
3,273,355 posed to the gleatest amount of aerodynamic heating, the 
HEAT PROTECTION APPARATUS latter normally consisting of the leading edges of the Paul W. and Otto 1". Trout, Jr.7 Mam~ton, Va.3 as- wings and tail surfaces and/or nose surfaces of the ve- 
signors to the United States of America as represented 
by the Administrator of the hTational Aeronautics and 5 hicle. The aforesaid fiber oriented pile further consists 
Space Administration of a plurality of relatively elongated fibers each restrained 
Mled Dee. 19,1962, Ser. No. 245,941 through individual attachment at the root end thereof at 
6 Claims. (CI. 62-467) an angle to, or within, a supporting base or substructure 
element. This individual attachment of the fiber root 
The invention described herein may be manufactured 10 ends uniquely achieves reduced thermal conductivity 
and used by or  for the Government of the United States thereof. This angle at which each fiber is attached is 
of America for governmental Purposes without the pay- predetermined and is made relative to the plane of the 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. substructure element to insure that the fibers are oriented 
This invention relates generally to an improved ther- in predetermined manner in the direction of the airflow. 
ma1 protection system for application to the wing, con- 15 Thus, each fiber is restrained at the root end thereof to 
trol and other surfaces of hypersonic and other flight and the base or substructure element and terminates in an 
re-entry vehicles and, more particularly, to an improved opposite, free end individually disposed at  the same pre- 
thermal protection system especially adaptable for use determined angle and collectively forming an outer sur- 
during hypersonic and re-entry flight. face oriented in the direction of hypersonic auflow and 
The need for a durable and yet lightweight and ther- 20 subjected to aerodynamic heating resulting from such flow. 
malty efficient heat shield for the improved insulation of This orientation of the fibers in the direction of the air- 
hypersonic aircradt and other flight and re-entry vehicles flow insures substantial radiation away therefrom of the 
against the aerodynamic heating of hypersonic flight has aerodynamic heating to which exposed and, therefore, 
heretofore constituted a primary problem. One method sub:tantially eliminates or minimizes any penetration of 
of solving this problem has involved the use of fibers con- 25 the moving heated air substantially below the outer sur- 
structed from various materials to act as the desired in- face of the fibers. In other words, transfer of heat below 
sulating shield. In one proposal, fibers made of ceramic the fiber outer surface by convection is practically elin>- 
or glass material have been utilized. These fiber ma- inated with the inventive configuration. To further in- 
terials have the inherent characteristics of greater strength, sure that less heat is transferred below the outer surface 
flexibility, and lower thermal conductivities. Moreover, 30 to the substructure itself, the inventive fibers are made 
the use of such fibers as an insulating means has proven relatively elongated in nature to effect an even greater 
more effective than was found from the use of the solid conduction path length for the heat to travel from the 
material from which the fibels were made. In the past, outside surface to the substructure element through the 
these glass and ceramic fiber constructions have been fibers and thus substantially decreases the thermal con- 
randomly ~ a c k e d  and with no regard to any specific orien- 33 ductivity of the inventive pile. Additionally, the oriented 
tation thereof, or when planned orientation has been used, relationship of the inventive fibers assures that relatively 
the latter has been only for the Purpose of reinforcing cool air is trapped between the fibers resulting in substan- 
certain plastic materials combined therewith which plas- tially reduced heat transfer therebetween by conduction 
tic matelials were specifically utilized as ablating surfaces and convection. ~ ~ ~ ~ h ~ ~ ,  with the individual ends of the 
adaptable for use with various re-entry vehicles, for ex- 40 fibers restrained on or in the outer surface of the base 
ample. Another method proposed il+ivolved various solid or element, the enlissivity of said outer sur- 
and foamed but these have proven face is increased over that of solid inate~ials of the same therefore, relatively easy to crack under high tempera- 
solid material, and mass loss from the surface is reduced tures, and of relatively high densities and thermal con- 
ductivities. In addition, various organic materials have 45 ' 
been tried but found unsuitable as an insulating means An object of the present invention, therefore, is the 
since they decompose at high temperatures. provision of a fiber constructed pile particula~ly adaptable 
The previously-mentioned fiber constructions further as a heat during 
suffered the inherent characteristic of being relatively un- A further object of the invention utilizes a fiber con- 
restrained in position and thus entilely unsuitable for ex- 50 structed pile oriented relative to the airfiow and rela- 
posilre to the dynamic air forces routinely encountered tively elongated in form and thus having the effect of 
during hypersonic flight. In another development, the providing a longer heat conduction path between the ex- 
previously-mentioned glass or cer2mic fibers mere im- te~nal  surface thereof and the support~ng substructule. 
pregnated with certain organic plastic materials but this A all11 fullher object of the invention iesides in a fiber 
had the disadvantage of relatively high thermal eorrduc- conclir~cted pile filrther orlznted relat~ve to the airflow 
tiv~ty and decomposed at tenlperatines abovc. approal- to itt.;ule that airflow is minimized between the fibels and 
mately 600" F. the~eby reduces heat transfer therebetrveen by cond~tction 
The therillal protect~on system of the present invcni~on and convecllon. 
eliminates the hereinbefore cliscussetl d~sadvmtages by in- 60 An additional object of the invention provides a fiber 
corporating a unique and improved fiber construction in- oliented pile having the fiber root ends thereof individ- 
surlng that a relatively large amount of heat 1s rad~ated ually const~ained relative to the supporting substnlcture 
away from the fiber construction subotiuctule. This lat- or external surface to virtually el~minate ablation of the 
ter result is achieved by means of a fiber oriented pile exposed external surface and reduce thermal coiiductivity 
which may be applied either as a covering element to 65 thereof. 
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Ancther object of the invention provides a heat sltield rep:csent ilk tlieoretlc,,l or ca1c:ilated temperalilies with- 
system util~z~ng fiber matellals of gleater sircngthand rn the fibel pile itseii at depths of one half and one inch 
fiexrbility arid orrei?ted relative to the ziiiflov~ to fntilitate below the outside surface 18 of fibers "n, wheleas curves 
subiiantiai rad~ation of heat received thereby away from A,, 2nd B,, rcspcctl\ie!y, represent the expcr~mental or 
~ t s  upporting substructure 5 mca5ureti v,~lurs of temperature at the same depths, a? 
Olirer objec~s and ddvdnlages of the invc~ltioii wlli be- detsrruiried i h o t ~ g h  tllr, positioili11~ of a plu~ailty of 
come apparent from the following description taken rn thern~ocouples wrthin a test sample constructed in accord- 
connection with the accompanying drawings, in which like ance with the inventive thermal protection system. Thus, 
reference characters refer to like parts in the several with the modification of FIG. 1, the substi-ucture element 
figures. 10 12 is held to a temperature (as shown in FIG. 2)  no 
FIGURES 1, In and l b ,  respectively, represent front, higher than 700" F.  for 140 seconds at a depth of one-half 
plan and end views of a section, partially broken away inch below the surface, and no higher than 240" F. at a 
and schematic in form, of the thermal protection system depth of one inch below the surface for the same 140 
of the invention, illustrating details of one form of fiber second period. Thus it is clear that the thermal protec- 
oriented pile utilized therewith. 15 tion system of FIG. 1  insures an appreciable amount of 
FIGURE 2 represents a time study graph of the inven- heat radiation away from the substructure or base element 
tive thermal protection system of FIG. 1, illustrating tern- thereof. Culves Al, and BI, reveal experimental results 
peratures at various depths below the outer surface of the closely approximating that of calculated curves A and B. 
fiber oriented pile utilized therewith. With specific reference to FIG. 3 of the drawings, a 
FIGURE 3 represents a front view of a section similar 20 modified form of inventive thermal protection system is 
to FIG. 1, partially broken away and schematic in form, indicated generally at 20 as including the base or substruc- 
of the inventive thermal protection system, illust~ating ture element 22 and the plurality of ceramic or glass 
details of a modified form of fiber o~iented pile utilized fibers indicated generally at 24. The plurality of fibers 
therewith. 24 are oriented in the direction of the airflow (as shown 
FIGURE 4 represents a second time study graph 25 by the arrow) by being attached to o r  cast within the 
wherein the effect of decomposition material utilized with smface of substructure element 22 at a predetermined 
the modified thermal protection system of FIG. 3 is illus- angle thereto by means of a layer or upper surface por- 
trated. tion composed of any suitable adhesive cement material 
FIGURE 5 is a front view of a section of the inventive incorporated in substructure element 22. Further, the 
thermal protection system of FIGS. 1  and 3, illustrating 30 plulality of fibers 24 terminate in upper free fiber ends 
details of another modified form of fiber oriented pile collectively forming the outside surface at 26 identical to 
utilized therewith. the outside surface 18 of the modification of FIG. 1. As 
Referring to the drawings and particularly FIGS. 1, l a  in the latter modification, the fibers 24 of the modification 
and l b ,  and FIG. 2 thereof, the improved thermal pro- of FIG. 3 insure that a substantial proportion of the heat 
tection system of the present invention, indicated gen- 35 received by the outside surface 26 thereof is radiated 
erally at 10, includes a substructure element 12, which away thereflom. To  provide further cooling especially 
may consist of an epoxy resin cement base elenlent at the root ends of the fibers 24, a solid coolant material 
formed on, or as a part of, the upper surface thereof for may be placed in position as indicated at 28 on  the upper 
a purpose to be described in more detail hereinafter. surface of the base or substructure element 22. This 
Said system further incltrdes a fiber oriented pile at 14 40 solid coolant may consist of any suitable decomposition 
positioned on said base or substructure element 12 which material, as for example, ammonium chloride, Teflon or 
pile 14 consists of a plurality of fibers 16, constructed of polystyrene which gradually decomposes while absorbing 
either ceramic or glass material. Fibers 16 are made substantial amounts of residue heat, or it may consist of 
elongated in form and further extend in a somewhat up- a suitable vaporizable material utilized for this purpose. 
right relation (as indicated in FIG. 1, for example) at a 4j In either event, this material may be packed in solid form 
predetermined angle to the plane of the surface of the 0" the upper surface of the substructure element 22 in 
base or substructure element 12 to terminate in a plurality surrounding relation to the root ends of fibers 24, or it 
of free fiber upper ends closely spaced relative to each may be initially applied in solid form and subsequently 
other to collectively form an outside surface indicated nlelted in position to achieve better adherence thereof to 
generally at 18 which outside surface 18 is exposed to the 50 the fiber root ends, or it may be initially applied as a 
aerodynamic heating of hypersonic flow. A key feature liquid and subsequently polymerized into a solid form in 
of this arrangement resides in the specific manner by position on the outer surface of the substructure element 
which fibers 16 are positioned within the base or sub- 2% without departing from the true spirit o r  scope of the 
structure element 12. Each fiber 16 is individually cast invention. Thus, the aforesaid solid coolant material 
within the epoxy resin cement of said base or snbstruc- 55 effects cooling primarily through a process of either de- 
ture element 12 and, as such, assures reduced thermal composition or va~orization~ as appropriate for the par- 
conductivity therewithin. ticular material. The amount of additional cooling 
As viewed particularly in FIG. 1  of the drawings, the provided at the root ends of fibers 24, in this manner, is 
plurality of fibers 16 are shown attached or cast within substantial when considered in the light of the major por- 
substructure element 12 at the aforesaid predetermined GO tion of heat already radiated away from the outside sur- 
angle to insure the orientation thereof in the direction of face 26 as compared to the minor portion or residue of 
the airflow (indicated by the arrow). Thus, with fibers he" actually conducted to the root ends of the fibers 24. 
16 made elongated in form and positioned in oriented Of CoLlrSe, the additional root cooling substantiaiiy in- 
relation to the direction of hypersonic Aow, a major pol- creses the anlount of time to which the outside surface 
tron of the aerodynarnlc heating to which the outside sur- (is 2% be exposed to excersive heating Thus, the in- 
lace 18 "iereol 1s exposed 1s radlated away therefrom st  wflt1ve therllral Potectrve systent, herelnbcfore described 
a rate proport~vnal to tile en~issivity 2nd the fourth po-,ler "lfh refe~ellce f i x  mcdifications of both FIGS. 1 and 
of the temperature at the suriace 18. In other words, the 3> 'nqjres an lm~roved and yet slrnplified heat protection 
amount of- heat so radiated away from outside surface 18 ""ens adaptable for use wlth hypersonic allcraft and 
is actually detelm~ned to be many times greate~ than 70 other flight and re-entry vehicles especially during hyper- 
that absorbed through the iiher oriented pile to the sub- sonic flight and re-entry. 
structure clement 12 especially when the temperature of Refelring specifically to FIG. 4 of the drawings, curves 
the surface 18 is above 1,000" F., or at 2,200" F., for c and D, respectively, illustrate the theoretical heat shield 
example, as in the case for the time study graph of FIG. effect of the use of fibers alone and the use of fibers cou- 
2. In the latter figure, curves A and B, respectively, 75 pled with the base and decon~position nlaterial added 
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tilereto as in FIG. 3. The temperature of the outside sur- from the inner surface is much greater than for other heat 
face of the fibers is held at 2,200" F. A comparison of protection systems of comparable weight. Moreover, the 
curve C with curve D reveals that, on the one hand, with improved root cooling systems of the present invention, 
fibers alone, approxin~atelj~ 6 minutas elapses before the illustrated in the modifications of FIGS. 3 and 5, provide 
root temperature elevates to approximately 600" F. On 5 even better thermal protection and, as such, effect even 
!he other hand, with base and decomposition nlaterial lower thermal conductivities than is already inherent in 
added, approxinlately 16 mliiutes elapses before approxi- the inventive thermal protection system as disclosed in 
mately the same temperature of 600" F. is attained. More FIG. 1. Finally, the inventive fiber oriented pile, being 
importantly, with the latter arrangement, the base or sub- direction oriented and composed of relatively elongated 
structure element is maintained approximately at the 600" fibers of either glass or ceramic material, affords im- 
F. level for an additional period of approximately 18 proved heat insulation and thermal conductivity, as well 
minutes while decomposition occurs. Thus, with the use, as increased strength and flexibility, and prevents a sub- 
for example, of a one inch thick fiber pile having a fiber stantial portion of heated air from penetrating below the 
density of 1.5 pounds per square foot and with the outer outer surface thereof to the substructure element. 
surface thereof exposed to a temperature of approxi- 15 What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
mately 2,200" F., an elapsed time of exposure of ap- Letters Patent of the United States is: 
proximately 36 minutes can be anticipated before the 1. A thermal protection device for cooling the external 
temperature of the base or substructure element rises to surfaces of hypersonic aircraft and other flight and re- 
700" F., the specified design limit. entry vehicles during hypersonic flight comprising: a lower 
Referring particularly to FIG. 5 of the drawings, the 20 heat shield consisting of a supporting suhstructure element 
thermal protection system of the invention is shown fur- adaptable as an integral part of the external surfaces of 
ther modified to provide an alternate root cooling means. hypersonic aircraft and other flight and re-entry vehicles; 
The system is illustrated generally at 30 as including the a plurality of low thermal conductive fibers cast within 
fiher oriented pile 32 which is similar to that of FIGS. 1 the upper surface of the suhstructure element at the 
and 3 in that it also incorporates the plurality of ceramic 25 inner, root ends thereof and at an angle thereto insuring 
or glass fibers indicated at 34 which fibers are likewise orientation of the upper fiber ends thereof in the direc- 
individually attached or cast at the fiber root ends thereof tion of the air-flow and constituting an upper heat shield; 
in an epoxy cement or other suitable adhesive surface and root cooling means incorporated as an integral part 
formed in the base or substructtire element 36. Said of the lower heat shield to provide additional cooling 
fibers 34 further extend upwardly to outer free fiber ends 30 thereto. 
collectively forming an outside surface at 38 (identical 2. A thermal protection device for cooling the exter- 
to the outside surfaces 18 and 26, respectively, of FIGS. nal surfaces of hypersonic aircraft and other flight and 
1 and 3). As in the hereinbefore described modifications re-entry vehicles as in claim 1, said root cooling means 
of FIGS. 1 and 3, a major portion of the aerodynamic comprising: a plurality of coolant passages incorporated 
heating is radiated away from the outside surface 38 35 within the supporting substructure element in depend- 
through the combination of the o~iented relation of fibers ing relation to the upper surface thereof; and a coolant 
34 relative to the diiection of airflow and the elongated supply chamber enclosing said substructure element and 
nature thereof. A further improved root cooling means in open communication with the plurality of cooling pas- 
is provided to effect vaporization at the fiber root ends, Sages to supply and distribute coolant thereinto. 
as when a liquid coolant is used, o r  other cooling is 40 3. Improved thermal protection means for shielding 
effected, as when a gas coolant is used. Naturally, this the external surfaces of hypersonic aircraft and other 
additional cooling of the fiber root ends further extends flight and re-entry vehicles from excessive aerodynamic 
the time of operation of the inventive system. More p a r  heating resulting from exposure to hypersonic airflow 
ticularly, the aforesaid additional cooling of the root ends comprising: a lower heat shield adaptable for use on 
of the fibers 34 results from the further modification of the external surfaces of hypersonic aircraft and other 
the fiber oriented pile 32 to incorpoiate therein a plu- 45 flight re-entry vehicles and constituting a substructure 
rality of individual and spaced cooling passages indicated d m ~ e n t  incorporating a lower fiber-end retaining ad- 
generally at 40 as constructed as an iutegral part of, and herent surface on the upper surface thereof; an upper 
in substantiaLly depending relation to, the substructure heat shield affixed on the upper adherent surface of said 
element 36. Furthermole, an enclosing coolant distrihu- substructure element consisting of a plurality of rela- 
tion chamber is at 42 for supplying and distrib- tively elongated fibers individually fixed at the lower 
uting coolant to the plurality of cooling passages 40. fiber root ends thereof at a direction-oriented relation to 
Said coolant distlibuiion chamber 42 may constitute either the direction of hypersonic flow within the upper ad- 
an integral portion of substructure element 36, or it may herent surface of the substructure element to insuie 
consist of a separate element mounted, as shown, in de- 55 relatively low thermal conductivity relative to heat trans- 
pending relation to said suhstructure element 36, fer between the heat shield and the substructure 
departing from the true spirit or scope of the invention. ekment and extending upwardly therefrom in the direc- 
In either event, the coolant distlibution 42 is tion oriented relation to terminate in a plurality of free 
positioned in enclosed relation relative to substructure fiber upper end portions forming the outermost surface 
element 42 and in open communication with the plurality the upper heat shield exposed to aerodynamic heat- 
of cooling passages 40 to provide the necessary coolant ing; and solid root cooling means formed on the upper 
flow thereinto. With this laitel- modification, the inventive surlace of the substructure element in association with 
therlilal protection 30 may be subjected to even the ends of the plurality of fibers and providing ad- 
higller temperatures and/or operated for longer periods dltional cooling of the fiber root ends through vapori- 
before the lempelature of the substructure element 36 65 zation Ihereof. 
reaches ~ t s  design tiriilt In fact, the amount of elapsed 4. Improved thermal protection means as in claim 3, 
tllne  ring \vh~ch the rnventive system may be exposed said root cooling means consistiny of a solid, coolant 
to excessive temperatures 15 dependent pltmarily on the material decomposable at a specified nliniinum tentpera- 
mass of coolent availrtbla. lure to maintain the substructure element and fiber rcoi 
The thermal protection system of the present invention 70 ends at a substantially constant, relatively low teinpera- 
offers the advantage of heat radiation away from the sur- ture value between predetermined limits during decom- 
f a e s  of the hypersonic and other flight or re-entry vehi- position of the solid coolant matelial. 
cles at a relatively laige rate as compared to that actually 5. An improved thermal protection means as in claim 
absorbed into the substr~icture itself. With the present 3, the relatively elongated fibers being of low the~mai 
system, the proportional amount of heat radiated away 7 5  conductive material to further insu~e low thernlal con- 
3,873,368 
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ductivity relative to heat transfer betvieen the upper heat RcPererrces Citsd by the Exesralner 
shield and the sobbtruciure element. 
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